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Why a smarter 
budgeting process is 
better for your business
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RKL Introduction
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Advisors for Technology

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PLACEHOLDER – Introduction on RKL – what they do / focus / Sage intact??



1 Product-centric businesses & Financial process
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Agenda
2 Why Prophix

3 DEMO

4 Q&A
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Experience that matters
Any place. Any time. On any device.
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Amazing customer 
experience with 

Customer Success 
Program

3,500+ 
customers

100+ countries

Seamless data 
integration with 

Sage & many other 
source systems

Recognized by 
leading Industry 

Analysts

Ease of Use: 
Built by Finance 

for Finance

est.1987; 
Hg PE & Prophix 
Emp. investment  

2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are consistently a mid-market leader over our industry peers, recognized by top industry analysts. We have a world class customer success program, taking a white glove approach from initial conversations to well beyond going-live. And, on the subject of user adoption, we excel in ‘ease of use’. Prophix has at its core been designed by finance for finance. There is no scripting or coding; everything that you need to do in Prophix is done via intuitive user interfaces and drag and drop functionalities. 



Fact
$7.8B USD 
is the cost of…

SOURCE:

Inefficient FP&A data processes
$1.7 Billion attributed to lack of innovation!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with this scary fact. Anyone care to take guess at what this stat is referring to?$7.8B a year is the cost of this?   [CLICK]Well according to CFO Dive.com, The financial toll of inefficient FP&A (Financial Planning and Analysis) data processes costs U.S. companies $7.8B a year.  This number stems from research that calculated: $6.1 billion was spent on labour hours from low-value data management (ie: Searching, Pulling / exporting, formatting, manipulating, correcting errors and more) which was being performed by highly skilled and high-value employees.Another $1.7 billion was attributed to the lost innovation by having those same skilled employees busy doing low value work.  That totals $7.8 billion.FP&A-driven innovation isn’t happening nearly often enough in companies. Some companies cite the reason to be related to the fact data processes are too siloed, manual, error-prone, time-consuming and costly.That’s consistent with other research that shows FP&A staff spend more than 75% of their time gathering and managing data, leaving fewer than 25% of their time for the kind of value-added work that leads to innovation out of finance.



Challenging Business 
Environment

Managing 
uncertainty

Supply 
chain 

resiliency

Labor 
supply & 

Smart 
factory

Cost 
Control & 

Profitability 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Managing the financial performance of a manufacturing organization is very complex.In fact, market uncertainty seems to be the new normal. There are so many variables that impact performance and that can keep a CFO up at night. [ONE CLICK – ALL SHAPES ANIMATE TIMED]Variables like: The residual impacts of the pandemic are still lingering, and conflicts globally, such as the war in Ukraine, mean things aren’t getting better very quickly.Tactics to achieve supply confidence in the face of sanctions, shortages, inflation, are challenging. Central banks are increasing rates to control the high rate of inflation, which directly impacts borrowing rates for an organizationThen there’s uncertainty around labor - an organization’s most expensive asset.  Finding, retaining, and accommodating the increasing cost of skilled labor in today's market is difficult. And organizations that went through massive hiring efforts are now looking to right size as markets cool off.All of these factors in a manufacturing setting would affect an organization's ability to procure, build, ship and price their goods.  And they all point to a need for agile planning.At the end of the day, the finance team needs to manage these uncertainties to ensure profitability, and cost control becomes of paramount importance. Leveraging advanced technologies can be that path to profitability, whether it’s scaling smart factory initiatives, or implementing a process tool that will have a positive impact on budget management and financial performance, which is what we’re here to talk about today.Many manufacturers we speak with are working with several different systems, different sources of data and tons of spreadsheets trying to bring financial performance all together. As a result, there can be big disconnects across the business when it comes to building things like sales forecasts that are in line with production forecasts. Sometimes you may feel like the data is not quite accurate. There’s probably a lack of real time data with true insights into costs and budgets which can have serious business impact to manufacturing and distribution. 



Evolving role of the CFO and 
Finance

• Taking on a more strategic role
• Upskilling employees
• Driving Digital Transformation
• Improving accuracy through engagement 

with other departmental stakeholders

• FP&A = Financial Partner & Advisor

“CFOs stepped up to the 
challenge of navigating 

their businesses through 
a complex economic 
environment beset by 
multiple uncertainties”

CFO Dive
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These few points and many other factors have resulted in many CFO’s finding themselves being called on by management to be increasingly responsible for the success of the company.  You could say “CFOs stepped up to the challenge of navigating their businesses through a complex economic environment beset by multiple uncertainties“.   To be able to respond to changing times this normally requires changes across People, process and technology.  The need to upskill people on new systems and advanced accounting techniques to meet new demands is critical now more than ever.  But I see this as a good thing as finance has typically never been the number 1 priority when it came to increasing training budgets or acquiring new technology.  But now the CFO has a stronger voice in driving digital transformation within the organization to ensure future success for the department and company.
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What We Do
Prophix enables you to 
automate the 
management cycle of 
consolidation and 
reporting, analysis, 
modeling, and planning.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And speaking of digital transformation in the office of finance, let’s talk about the Prophix platform and what we do.We established our Financial Performance Platform in 1987 as a way to provide the office of finance with accurate real-time financial results, AND the time to act on it.



Today, many environments look 
like this…
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And you have all of this for budgets, actuals and forecasts!!!
Resulting in overwrites, deletions, lost versions, late nights and confusion!

Dept B

Dept A

Dept C

Sage

Payroll 
System

Other Data 
Sources

V1V2V3Massive
Spreadsheets



And it gets worse over time…
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Additional data sources… …and more users

Sage

Other Data 
Sources

System

System

System

System

Dept B

Dept A

Dept C

Dept

Dept

Dept

Dept

V3Massive
Spreadsheets
#REF!Payroll 

System

But it
doesn’t

have to be
this way…
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What We Do
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Budgeting & Planning
● Forecasting
● Expense planning
● Personnel planning
● Operational planning
● Sales & revenue planning
● Project planning
● Cash planning
● Capital expense planning

Reporting & Analytics
● Performance reporting
● Self-service interactive 

dashboards
● Ad-Hoc reporting & analytics
● Automated report distribution
● Instant drill-across to 

transactional detail
● Integration with Excel, 

Word & PowerPoint

Workflow & Automation
● Direct data integration
● Budgeting/planning/

reporting workflow
● Centralized formulas
● Process automation
● Unlimited versions, what-ifs 

& scenarios
● Unlimited business modeling

Financial Consolidation 
& Close
● Unlimited versions (actual, 

plan, forecast, etc.)
● Multicurrency capabilities
● Intercompany management
● Joint venture, minority interest
● Merger & acquisition planning

Virtual Financial Analyst
● Anomaly detection
● Insights
● Task assistant

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a bird’s eye view of our platform which seamlessly integrates with Syspro systems.There are basically 4 main categoriesFirst there’s Budgeting & Planning – this integration allows for collaboration and accountability, and streamlines processes to save time; Integration improves accuracy because data is directly fed from other systems vs. manual entry, and the entire team is working off the same real-time dataNext, our Workflow & Automation provides the structured process and automation with direct data integration. It allows for collaboration with an audit trail and accountability, and the ability to be flexible so you can be agile in your forecasting for example.   In Reporting & Analytics you will be able to surface greater insight into the data; this part of the tool has built-in data security with role-based user access, and something which teams find particularly valuable is the The Ad hoc analysis function, because it allows you to slice and dice data however you like.The fourth area is Financial Consolidations and Close which is an outcome of our acquisition of Sigma Conso – this part of the platform is ideal for multi-entity organizations, or businesses with different ownership structures such as Joint Venture or Minority interest.  Companies would use this for a faster closing, and data accuracy for improved decision making, improved data governance and reduced risk exposure. *We won’t have time to demo the consolidation portion of the platform today, but if you’re interested in getting a deeper understanding of how it works, please reach out to your Syspro contact for more information and we can work with them to provide a custom demo if you’re interested.And finally, we’ve layered in AI technology to take speed and efficiency to the next level. For example, Anomaly Detection combs through massive amounts of data to highlight anomalies, which reduces any chance of mistakes.To summarize, Prophix monitors and manages the business performance of an enterprise – it’s a tool that helps track the progress of business goals against key performance indicators with an out of the box planning, forecasting, budgeting solution that’s purpose built for financial planning and reporting analysis. For context, advanced reporting tools like Power BI which layer on top of ERP systems and helps with planning business goals, and the FPM solution helps track progress and measure KPIs of these goals.



How FPM* Can Help 
Organizations
1. Move away from the constraints of Excel
2. Governance and control for cyclical 

planning processes
3. Enabling company-wide collaboration
4. Enabling commercial teams to budget by 

product and customer
• Linking these plans to order intake/MPS 

schedules
• Automated picture of the impact of capacity 

constraints on sales and vice-versa

5. One Source of Planning Truth!
• Linking budgets, forecasts to demand plans 

and to  associated people resourcing and 
inventory management

• Tying together financial and operational 
planning at a strategic and tactical level

Financial
Performance
Management 
Platform
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the context of manufacturing, moving away from the time-consuming reliance on excel to an automated process can have a huge impact – Here’s just some of the ways a financial performance platform can help.The ultimate goal for Prophix is to help companies:	Improve processes and eliminate manual effort	Replace all those crazy spreadsheets	Provide a single version of the truth	Combine data from multiple sources	and ultimately help the office of Finance become a business partner to the operations side of the business
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Poll Question
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PROPHIX DEMO
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Success With 
RKL + 
Prophix
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Proofpoint's
Happy Customer Integrations
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Thank you

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Om behalf of Prophix I want to thank you for taking the time to attend our webinar with Net at Work today
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Questions?
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Next Steps?
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Contact your CSM! 

marketing@rklesolutions.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PLACEHOLDER – Introduction on RKL – what they do / focus / Sage intact??

mailto:marketing@rklesolutions.com
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